
Image-YOLOv5-Pose-PyTorch-
GPL-Jupyter

Use YOLOv5 Pose to detect the human position, key point (eyes, ears, 

nose, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees, ankles), and achieve fast 

human pose detection.

Version 20230223



Applications

• YOLO Pose can be applied to medical image analysis, biological image analysis, 

advanced driver assistance systems, autonomous vehicle analysis, factory security 

systems, rehabilitation systems, etc.



How to use

The main process is:

Prepare files for training -> Training -> Inference



Dataset format

In the Data folder:

model: the folder where the training model is stored

train: divided into three folders: images, annotations, labels

val: divided into three folders: images, annotations, labels

The images, annotations, labels folders are:

images: coco2017 dataset images of people

annotations: coco2017 dataset contains person keypoint annotation file

labels: 1_coco_json_convert_yolo_format.ipynb The converted yolo format annotation file

If you need to annotate images, please find an annotation software that supports the coco keypoints
format. You can also refer to the Annotation URL of readme.txt.



1_coco_json_convert_yolo_format.ipynb

Convert from coco annotation file with keypoints format to yolo format.

Before running, please make sure that the paths of train_json_file and val_json_file

in #parameters are correct.



2_prepare_txt.ipynb

Generate training and validation image path files train.txt and val.txt.



3_train.ipynb

Start training.

ipynb parameter:

• cfg_file is the yolo yaml file.

• pretrained_model is the 
pretrained model.

• image_size is the training 
image size.

• epochs is the number of 
training epochs.



4_inference_image.ipynb

Infer a single image.

ipynb parameter:

• inference_image is the 
inference image path.

• image_size is the inferred 
image size and needs to be a 
multiple of 64.

• inference_model is the 
inference model path.

• save_result_path is the path 
to the folder where the 
inference results are stored.



5_inference_folder.ipynb

Infer all images in the folder.

ipynb parameter:

• inference_folder is the 
inference image folder path

• image_size is the inferred 
image size and needs to be a 
multiple of 64.

• inference_model is the 
inference model path.

• save_result_path is the path 
to the folder where the 
inference results are stored.



6_inference_webcam.ipynb

Infer the image of the webcam. Press “q” on the display to turn the 
webcam off.

ipynb parameter:

• image_size is the inferred image size and needs to be a multiple of 64.

• inference_model is the inference model path.



Reference

• Please refer to the readme.txt in the SDK folder.

• LEADERG AppForAI: https://www.leaderg.com/appforai-windows

• Copyright © LEADERG INC. All rights reserved.

https://www.leaderg.com/appforai-windows
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